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He sat down on his B&Q orthopaedic office chair. 
The enormousness – and, for that matter, the enormity 
– of what he was about to do paralysed him. Eventually, 
however, he turned on the desk lamp and his PC. He set-
tled the wayward cursor onto the Word icon. When the 
terrifying white page came up he hesitated briefly, then 
pressed Ctrl B and Ctrl I and typed:

Dark Entropy
By Philip Murdstone

He wrote without pause for nine hours, then fell asleep 
where he sat. When he awoke he went downstairs and 
drank a glass of water. He smoked a cigarette. It did not 
strike him as odd that he felt no hunger. He returned to 
his computer and stabbed the space-bar to relight it. (His 
first PC had had an animated screensaver thing: increas-
ingly complex, multi-coloured pipework, like psychedelic 
plumbing. He’d watched it for long periods of time. It 
was peaceful, in a rather hectic way. He missed it. Why 
had it gone?)

When the text reappeared he carried on and did not 
cease writing for a further six and a half hours.

It was more or less a simple process of transcription. 
Pocket Wellfair’s script swarmed up from the bottom of 
the screen and Philip’s flying fingers turned it into English, 
line by line. A lifelong peer-and-peck typist, he was at first 
profoundly surprised that he could touch-type using all 
eight fingers and both thumbs. When Pocket’s upscrolling 



words left him uncertain, he merely clicked his brain-
mouse and described the images that unreeled for him. 
He did not pause or tut when clichés appeared on the 
screen. He did not stumble over the outlandish names 
or pointless apostrophes. It seemed to him that when his 
fingers faltered the text ran ahead and led them on. There 
was none of the finicky editing that was a large part of his 
normal writing process. Not that he was aware of any of 
this, or anything else. He had forgotten who he was.

Standing on the rocky promontory that overlooked The Sour 
Plain, watching the blood-red dawn reveal the host of Swelts, 
Cadrel unsheathed Cwydd Harel. It slid from the scabbard with 
a sound like unto a serpent’s dying sigh. He smiled when the Sage 
materialized beside him.

GarBellon’s long beard shifted in the dawn’s breath. He turned 
to Cadrel and said

Nothing. The words ran out. The screen filled with a 
pure and simple blue in which a few black pixels floated. 
Philip had known it would, but he stabbed the Page Down 
key nevertheless. Nothing happened. He switched to the 
new part of his brain, but it wasn’t there. He’d known it 
wouldn’t be, but he grieved for it anyway. He grieved for 
it bitterly, like a miser watching his money burn.


